James Verdon: misleading explanations of fracking
On his Bristol University web page (http://www1.gly.bris.ac.uk/~JamesVerdon/ ) James Verdon
reproduces a video first published by Physics World (http://youtu.be/1LiILf7xt‐Y) in August 2012. It
is a 100‐second explanation, 'What is fracking?''.
He purports to explain that "the pores, where the
gas is trapped in the shale reservoir are not well
connected" while pointing to a whiteboard cartoon
of pores near a wellbore. This picture only applies
to limestones, such as the Kimmeridgian limestones
in the Weald, which are the target of companies
like Cuadrilla and Celtique Energie.
In shale the pores are extremely small, and the
dominant mechanism by which kerogen (the source
material for hydrocarbons) is both stored and
migrates is via microfractures. These microfractures are enlarged by the thermal maturation
process as the rock is buried, and also by the mechanical man‐made process of fracking.
Verdon seems to have a limited understanding of the fundamental mechanical properties of shale.
His misleading video explanation cannot be explained away by a need to simplify the explanation
for the lay person. He confuses:



a porous medium with possibly good porosity but poor permeability, within which the gas
is absorbed (such as a limestone), with
shale, which has very low porosity and permeability, but a large area of microfractures (NB
not 'pores') onto which the gas is adsorbed.

Although there is only one letter of a difference between absorption and adsorption, the two
processes of storing gas in a medium are very different. There is no excuse for a post‐doctoral
researcher in shale fracking techniques to have got this wrong.
Verdon, referring to another whiteboard diagram, goes on, "as geophysicists, we monitor where
the fractures are going, and we make sure the fractures stay within the formation and do not move
up between the one and the three kilometre depth from the shale formation and the water table".
But he says nothing about pre‐existing faults, and the fact that the microseismic monitoring
technique cannot trace the silent passage of fluids up pre‐existing faults or fractures.
The video is aimed at a British, not a north American, audience, but he makes the common error
of grossly oversimplifying UK geology as simple flat layers, as is the case in the US shale basins. In
my view the video is a poor explanation, and should be withdrawn.
Glossary to aid Dr Verdon
Porosity The relative volume of a medium made up of spaces or holes. It is usually expressed as a
percentage.
Permeability A measure of the interconnectedness of the spaces in a solid medium.
Absorption The process by which atoms, molecules, or ions enter a volume of gas, liquid, or solid material,
and are taken up by the volume.
Adsorption The adhesion of atoms, ions, or molecules from a gas, liquid, or dissolved solid to a surface.
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